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1. Introduction 
The study of random graphs has proved very successful in showing the 
existence of graphs which are extremal with respect to certain properties (see 
Bollobas [l] for a detailed exposition). Typical of the problems to which they 
have been applied are subcontractions [ll], Zarankiewicz’s problem [lo] and 
Ramsey’s theorem [6]. Random graphs also offer us examples of graphs with 
particular properties, giving us expanders [4], graphs of small diameter [3] and 
parallel sorting algorithms [2]. In most cases the difficulty remains of constructing 
explicit extremal graphs, or of checking whether a given randomly-generated 
graph is extremal. As an initial approach to this problem, a simple criterion was 
proposed in [12], whereby any graph satisfying it might be regarded as a 
pseudo-random graph; that is, it would possess certain desirable properties of 
random graphs. The criterion was stated in the following terms: a graph G is said 
to be (p, a)-jumbled if p and LY are real numbers satisfying 0 <p < 1s cv, and if 
every induced subgraph H of G satisfies 
where e(H) is the number of edges in H. Other possible definitions of 
pseudo-random graphs are offered by Chung, Graham and Wilson in [5]; the 
definitions turn out to be roughly compatible, but for our purposes the definition 
given will prove the most satisfactory. 
A (p, &)-jumbled graph could be regarded as behaving rather like a random 
graph of edge-probability p, the parameter (Y determining the closeness of this 
resemblance. In fact a modification of a theorem of ErdBs and Spencer [8] shows 
that o must be at least of order ICI”, and subject to this constraint it is not hard 
to verify that almost all random graphs with edge probability p are (p, a)- 
jumbled. 
In [12] and [13] it was shown that (p, a)-jumbled graphs possess some of the 
desirable properties of random graphs, at least for reasonably large values of p 
(p >> n-i, and usually p >> n-4). Moreover two sufficient conditions were found 
for a graph to be (p, &)-jumbled. One, stated in Proposition B below, is a 
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‘global’ condition on all induced subgraphs of a fixed size (rather than all sizes as 
in the definition). The other, stated in Proposition A below, is an easily checked 
‘local’ condition on the degrees of the vertices and of vertex pairs. This latter 
theorem is a means whereby a specific graph can be shown to be (p, &)-jumbled. 
The remarks about the value of random graphs equally apply to random 
hypergraphs, and our aim in this paper is to try to extend the work on 
(p, a)-jumbled graphs to r-uniform hypergraphs. A specific motive for doing this 
is to answer a question of Erdiis and Sos, posed in [7], concerning the number of 
K:s (complete 3-uniform hypergraphs on 4 vertices) in 3-uniform hypergraphs. A 
solution to their question would follow immediately if the obvious generalisation 
to 3-hypergraphs of a theorem in [12], giving the number of cliques in a jumbled 
graph, were true. It turns out, rather surprisingly, that this particular generalisa- 
tion is false. Nevertheless, we are able to prove characterisation theorems 
analogous to Propositions A and B, and to establish some of the basic properties 
of jumbled hypergraphs. 
To begin, we shall define a (p, cu)-jumbled hypergraph in the obvious way. 
Definition. An r-uniform (r 3 3) hypergraph G is said to be (p, a)-jumbled if p, 
(Y are real numbers satisfying 0 <p c 1 =S a; and if every induced (r-uniform) 
subgraph H of G satisfies 
where e(H) is the number of edges in H. 
Adding extra conditions in this definition might permit stronger theorems to be 
proved. However we shall not do this, since it would defeat the object of the 
exercise, which is to see what consequences follow from just this simple 
definition. 
Notation 
We shall employ throughout the following notation. If x is a nonnegative 
integer, then B(x) will denote any real number y of absolute value at most n. 
Hence y = B(x) means ]y] CX, and 0 s z Sx implies B(z) = B(x). In this sense 
the notation behaves like Landau’s O(x) notation. Therefore we may rewrite the 
definition of a (p, a)-jumbled r-uniform hypergraph G as 
e(H) = P 
for all induced H c G. Further, all hypergraphs will be r-uniform for some r, and 
we shall often refer to a hypergraph as jumbled if it is (p, a)-jumbled for some p 
and (Y whose actual values are not of specific interest. In fact the extension of 
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Erdas and Spencer’s theorem to hypergraphs shows (Y must be of order at least 
lG((r-1)‘2. (A full proof of this fact, together with the less illuminating details of 
other later proofs, is presented in [9]). We use x”’ to denote {Y c X; JYJ = t}, 
and if x is a real number, (x)~ denotes the falling factorial x(x - 1) . . . (x - t + 1). 
We shall say that u E V(G)“-” and x E V(G) are neighbours if u U {n} E E(G). 
If H is an induced subgraph of G, we write d,(x), the degree of x in H, for 
I{t E V(H)“-‘); z U {x} E E(G)}] and d,(a), the degree of o in H, for l{y E 
V(H); (J U {y} E E(G)}I. If H = G the subscript may be omitted. Finally, if 
S c V(G) and T c V(G)\S, then the set of edges of G containing i vertices of S 
and r - i of Twill be denoted by Ei(S, T), and we write ei(S, T) for IEi(S, T)I. If 
H and F are induced subgraphs of G, we may write ei(H, F) instead of 
eR(H), V(F)). 
Examples of pseudo-random hypergraphs 
We now give just a few examples of pseudo-random hypergraphs, some of 
which generalize examples of [12]; another appears later in the paper. Verifica- 
tion of the examples can be found in [9]. 
(1) Almost all r-uniform hypergraphs G, having edges chosen independently 
with probability p, are (p, O(IGJ(‘-‘)“))-jumbled. This is a straightforward 
exercise in random hypergraph theory. Alternatively, Theorem 1 below can be 
used to show G is (p, O(]GJ’-$)-jumbled. 
(2) Let q be a prime and let If, be the field of order q. Consider the hypergraph 
G where V(G) = [F, and {xi, . . . , x,} E E(G) if and only if x1 + . . . +x, is a 
square (mod q). Elementary theory of characters over finite fields shows 
that for this graph, each vertex appears in a number of edges in the range 
* 49 - I)4 
2(r - l)! ’ 
Moreover, for each pair x, y E V(G), their number of 
common neighbours lies in the range 4 * 3’r + “(9 - 2)r-2 
4(r - l)! ’ 
It will follow 
from Theorem 1 below that G is (&2 IGI’-$)-jumbled. 
(3) Let the vertices of G be the q2k vectors in a vector space V of dimension 2k 
over [F,, and let f be a non-degenerate quadratic form on V. Let {xi, . . . , x,} E 
E(G) if and only if f(x, + * * . +x,) = 0. Again Theorem 1 below can be applied 
to show G is (l/q, 2 IGI’-l)-jumbled. 
2. Conditions implying a hypergraph is jumbled 
In [12], the two propositions stated below provided local and global tests 
respectively for determining whether specific graphs were (p, cu)-jumbled. 
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Proposition A ([12]). L c e n be an integer, and let 0 <p < 1 and u > 0 be real 
numbers. Zf G is a graph of order n with minimum degree pn in which no two 
vertices have more than (p” + u)n common neighbours, then G is (p, &)-jumbled, 
where 2 = n(p + un). 
Proposition B ([12]). Let p, q, CY, n, w be positive real numbers with 0 <p, q < 1 
such that rpr is an integer with 2 s qn s n - 2. Let G be a graph of order n in 
which for every induced subgraph H of order qn, le(H) -p()l2n)l s rmcr holds. 
Then G contains a subgraph G* of order at least (1 - 880~~‘(l- q)-2~-1)n 
which is (p, ecu)-jumbled. 
Our analogue of Proposition A, a local test for checking whether a given 
hypergraph is (p, &)-jumbled, is Theorem 1 below. 
Theorem 1. Let n and r be integers, r <2r-3==n, and let 631, p and p<l 
be positive real numbers. Zf G is an r-uniform hypergraph of order n with every 
pair of vertices having at most (p’ + u)(:If) common neighbours, and with 
the number of neighbours of every (r - 1)-set lying in the range {p(n - r + l), 
p(n - r + 1) + 6}, then G is (p, a)-jumbled, where 
a* = f n*r-3 [p(l -p) + p(n - r) - lOS(p + h/n)]. 
Proof. Let H be an induced subgraph of G of order k. We shall assume 
r s k c n - r, otherwise the result is easily checked. Let d = (r k 1)-1 C d,(a), the 
sum being over all CJ E V(H)@-‘). Thus 
e(H)=! ,kl d. 
( > 
For each i, 1 c i s r, we abbreviate ei(H, G - H) to ei; note e, = e(H). Denote by 
Xj the set {a E V(G)“-“; lo fI V(H)1 = r - 1 -j}. By summing do(o) for u E Xi, 
and using the bounds on do(o) given by the conditions of the theorem, we obtain 
the inequalities 
for each j < r. From these inequalites we recover lower and upper bounds b$’ 
and bp” for the quantity ie,. Substituting (1) into the inequality with j = 0 gives 
b?y = (r - l)( r ” ,){p(n - r + 1) - d} s (r - l)e,_I 
6 (r - 1) 
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These bounds can be substituted into the inequality with j = 1, the results from 
that being substituted into the inequality with j = 2, and so on. In general, write 
Al~o,settingA~={i;l~i~j,i$j(mod2)} and Bj={i;l~i~j, i=j(mod2)}, 
write 
and 
T(j) = 
then it can be verified by induction on j that, for j 3 0, 
and 
In fact we shall not use b? . 
shall assume b,Fi” 
m the sequel, but it was required to obtain b,?;. We 
3 0. This will be the case for values of 6 of practical interest; 
nevertheless the theorem holds despite this constraint, as shown in [9]. 
Now, since every pair of vertices in G has at most (p” + p)(: r ,“) common 
neighbours, then summing over all pairs of vertices in H, we have 
Note that C OE~i d,(a) = (r - j)e,, 2 by! 2 0, so 
Multiplying through by two and rearranging as a quadratic in d, we get 
sp2[K(kml)(~~f)e~~ (‘T 1)2S(j)2 lxjldl] +p 2 (-l)j(’ y l)S(j) 
j=O 
+,,(~-,,(~~:)_,~(r~‘)[1-(-1,‘(r7’)2~~(j)l~l-1]T(j) 
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It is demonstrated in the Appendix that the following identities hold: 
~(-‘,i(‘TI)s(~)=t(:_:), and 
= k (‘fI:)+(k-r+1)2(r:I)(n;--:2)(:_:)-1. 
Using these identities and writing 
we complete the square for d and obtain 
This inequality has the form 
(d - p(k - r + 1) + C6)2 s D. 
For real numbers a, b and c with b, c > 0, it can be verified that (a + b)2 s c2 
implies a2 G (c + b)2 c 2(c2 + b2), from which it can be shown that (a + b)2 s c2 
implies a2 =S 2(c2 f b2) for all a, b, c. Thus we have 
(d -p(k - r + 1))’ G 2(D + (CS)2), 
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yielding 
s JH)* M{E, + E2 + E3 + Ed + Es}. (2) 
We now give bounds for S(j), T(j) and IXj(, and so for ME,, 16 i 6 5. It is 
easily checked that 
(:I:)(tr:)(‘r’)Ixjil= 
(n - k -i),_l-j(k - r +j + l)iS (n - k)‘-‘-‘k’-’ 
k(r - 2)! (r-2)! . 
Therefore, 
n2r-3 
ME,C- r! W-P) + An - 41, 
ME2 s 
6n 2r-3 ~-1 
<-- 
n r! r(r -2)!’ 
ME3 c 
kr{?l)(“I’:‘) 
-1 k@ - l)r-2 k@ _ l)r-l r--l r _ 1 (n _ k)‘-‘-iki-’ 
2(r-2)! (r-2)! z( j > (r-2)! 
n2r-3 2’(r - 1) 
CSp- 
r! r(r - 2)! ’ 
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&2@ - 1y-4p n -r+2 --1 
<2r2(r - l)(r - 2)!3 ( r-l > 
~ a2 rF3 2’-j(r - 1) 
r! r(r-2)! ’ 
and 
n 
~ a2(n - 1)2r-4n2r-2 n - r + 2 -’ 
r2(r - 1)2(r - 2)!4 ( r-l > 
~ a2 n2+’ 22’-4(r - 1) 
n r! r(r-2)! . 
The proof is completed by substituting these bounds for ME, into (2), and 
noting that both 
2’(r - 1) and 2’-’ + (LIP3 + Y4)(r - 1) 
r(r -2)! r(r - 2)! 
are less than 10. Cl 
The obvious difference between Proposition A and Theorem 1 is that in the 
latter we require an upper bound on the (r - 1)-set degrees for the proof to work. 
It may be that the dependence of a on 6 could be removed by a more careful 
argument in the early stages of the proof. More important, however, is that 
Theorem 1 never enables us to show that a hypergraph of order n is 
(P, W (‘-‘)“))-jumbled, the theoretical minimum; the best it affords is 
(p, O(n’-g))-jumbled. this is a marked difference from the case r = 2. 
The remainder of this section provides a test for determining if a hypergraph is 
jumbled if we know the number of edges in subgraphs of a large fixed order. 
Hence Theorem 5 generalises Proposition B at the start of this section. To begin 
with, we prove a technical lemma which will be used heavily later. 
Lemma 2. Let m E N and z E R be positive, and suppose x0, . . . , x, satisfy 
i (im)jxj = B(z) for i = 0, . . . , r. 
j=O 
Then 
Xj = ( > g jB(Tz) for-j = 0, . . . , r. 
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Proof. Let us fix some value of j, 0 -1 < ’ c r, and solve for Xj. We need to find 
numbers yi, 0 <i < r, such that 
2 (im)jYi = l, ,go (im)kyi = 0 for k # i, (1) 
in which case we get 
xj=~$oYiB(z)=B(z i IYiI)- (2) 
i=O 
Solving the Eqs. (1) by Cramer’s rule, we see yi = A,/A; here 
where 
and 
Now 
(Om)o * . . @ml0 
A= i . i = D(Om, . . . , rm), 
tom), * - - km), 
(a010 * . * (4)o a; * *. a; 
D(a,, . . . ) a,) = i * i = i * ; 
(ao)r * * * (a,), a;, * -- a: 
= osrI<, (4- al,) 
(Om,) * - * ((i - l)m)o 0 ((i + l)m)o . . - (rm)o 
(Om)j_l ’ . . ((i - ljm)j_, 6 ((i + Ijm),_l - * * (ri),_, 
Ai = (Om)j * *. ((i - 1)m)j 1 ((i + l)m)j * * * (rm)j . 
(Om)j+l ’ ’ * ((i - l)m)j+l 0 (6 + l)m)j+l * . * (rm)j+i 
(Oh), e . . ((i - i)m), 6 ((i + ijm), . : . (rA)T 
Ai = $ &D(Om, . ..,(i-l)m,I,(i+l)m ,..., rm) 
I=0 
provided the A, satisfy 
$l_ UOj = l, l$oh,(Z)k=O, OSk<j. (3) 
This means A, = (-l)j”(‘;)/i!, so 
yi =,+l$o (_l)j+l(i) D@m, . a . 9 ” - lb, 1, G + lb, . . . , rm) 
I D(Om,. . . , (2 - l)m, im, (i + l)m, . . . , rm) 
=f 2 (-1,j+fi>[ (-l)‘+ n (km -Z)][(-l)‘+ n (km -im)-‘1 
Osksr O=sksr 
(k#i) (k#il 
(k#i) 
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Next, define S, to be the sum, over all products of t distinct elements from the set 
{km; 0 G k G r, k # i}. Then, expanding the product in the expression for yi gives 
Observe it follows at once from (3) that the final sum vanishes if 0 s u <j. Since 
the sum S, involves (:) terms, each at most m’r!l(r - t)!, we may bound lyil by 
Finally, returning to Eq. (2), 
Xj = B(z i IyiI> = (E)‘B(,,). Cl 
i=O 
We are now ready to begin the work leading to the proof of Theorem 5. 
Lemma 3. Let r 2 3 be a positive integer, and let C, n, p and q be positive real 
numbers with p, 9 < 1 s C, such that yn is an integer with 2r s qn s n - 2r. Let G 
be an r-uniform hypergraph of order n in which for every induced subgraph H of 
order qn, le(H) -p(‘!F)l s C holds. Then le(H) -p(t)! Se6’Cq-‘(1 - q)-’ for 
each induced subgraph H of order k. 
Proof. Let H be a subgraph of order k 2 qn. If we count the number of edges in 
each of the ($) subgraphs L of H of order 1= qn, we get 
Observe that 
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Hence 
e(H) = P 
k 0 + B(e’Cq-‘) =p k r 0 ( e6r + B r rl’(l - rl)’ 
The lemma holds easily for k s 2r; now suppose H is a subgraph 
2r c k s min{(l - q)n, qn}. Let F be a subgraph of G - H of order nn, 
be a subgraph of H of order 1, where 1 <Is k. Then by the above, 
of order 
and let L 
e(L U F) =p + B(e’Cq-‘). 
Summing over all (5) subgraphs L for some fixed 1, and recalling the definition of 
ej(H, F), we have 
c e(L U F) =,,$o (F_:‘)ej(H, 0 
LcH 
Combining these and dividing by (:) gives 
zo$.ej(H, F) =P(‘:~‘) + B(e’Cq-‘). 
I 
Writing Nj= I{~E(V(H)U V(F))(‘); (an V(H)1 =j}l, 
([:““) = (;)-‘&(‘+y) = (yic:r:‘)Y=&gY. 
Putting Xj = (ej(H, F) -pNj)l(k)j we obtain 
i (I)j~j = B(e’Cq-‘). 
j=O 
This equation holds for any I < k; selecting r + 1 equations with I = im, 0 c i s r, 
where rm G k, we derive, via Lemma 2, 
Xj = ( > E* 'B(Te'Cq-'). 
Choosing m = Lk/rJ, then m 3 kf2r since k 3 2r, and we have 
e(H) = e,(H, F) = pn! + (kk 
k = P 0 r 
+ B(2*‘e3’k’(rm)-‘Cq-‘) 
k = P 0 r + B(e6’Cq-‘). 
Finally, suppose that (1 - q)n c k s qn (this happens only if q 3 a). Summing 
the number of edges in all subgraphs L of order 1 = (1 - q)n (in a similar manner 
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to the first paragraph of the proof), and using the above we get 
and so 
Next we extend Lemma 3 by bounding the number of edges in a union of 
disjoint induced subgraphs of G. The significant feature is that this bound does 
not depend on the number of subgraphs, as would be the case if we were simply 
to apply Lemma 3 to each individual subgraph, and then sum. 
Lemma 4. Let C, n, p, q and G be as in the statement of Lemma 3, and let s 2 0 
be an integer. Let HI, . . . , H, be pairwise disjoint induced subgraphs of G, with 
orders kI, . . . , k, respectively. Then 
12 [@J -pt91 I c Ce”q-‘(l - ?7)-‘12. 
Proof. Let A = Ce6’q-‘(1 - 71)~~. Since each summand le(Hi) -p($)l is, by 
Lemma 3, bounded by A, we may suppose s 2 e3’/2. Let H be the subgraph of G 
induced by u=i V(Hi), and let’nj be the number of edges of H meeting exactly j 
of the sets V(H,), 0 S j s r. If 1 is some integer, 0 6 1 c s, and we consider all 
those subgraphs F of H induced by the union of some 1 of the V(HJ, we obtain 
From Lemma 3 we have e(F) =p(‘F’) + B(A). Further, if we denote by 
number of r-tuples in V(H)“’ meeting exactly j of the sets V(Hi), we get 
Nj the 
Hence 
As no= N,=O we may extend the sum to include j = 0, and on writing 
xi = (nj - pNj)/(s), we observe 
i (I)jXj = B(A). 
j=O 
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If m 6 s/r is an integer, we derive r + 1 equations by choosing I= im, 0 s i s r, 
and then Lemma 2 yields 
Xj = 
~~~ 121 = C;=l e(HJ and N1 = Cbl (ri), so, choosing m = [s/r] ?s(l - r/s)/r, we 
have 
6 s B(2’A) = B(e3’A/2). 0 
Theorem 5. Let n, p, CX, q, o be positive real numbers with p, 7 < 1~ CY such 
that qn is an integer with 2r S r)n s n - 2r. Let G be an r-uniform hypergraph 
(r 2 3) of order n in which every induced subgraph H of order qn satisfies 
le(H) - PCY~ 77 < nLu. Then G contains a subgraph G* of order at least 
(1 - e9’~‘-‘(1 - q)-‘6’)n 
which is (p, ecu)-jumbled. 
Proof. We first construct a hypergraph G,, by repeatedly removing ‘dense’ 
subgraphs L1, . . . , L, such that e(LJ -p($) > kiOa, where lLil= ki and Lj c 
G - Uiej Li. We stop when it is no longer possible to choose another L,, and let 
GO = G = u=, Lie Let H = uzl Li and k = IHI = CsEl ki. By Lemma 4, 
i e(Li) s i p( :) + e3*A/2, 
i=l i=l 
where A = e6rq1-r(l - q)-‘na. This gives ES=1 kiWcU s e3’A/2 and k c e3’A/2mcx: 
Now construct G* by removing from GO ‘sparse’ subgraphs F’, . . . , F, such that 
e(e) -p($) < -_&MY, where A = 141. By a similar argument, we have JG,,- G*l< 
e3’A/2mcx. Thus JG - G*( < e3’A/ocu, as asserted. 0 
3. Properties of jumbled hypergraphs 
We shall now explore some of the consequence of our definition of jumbled 
hypergraphs. In [12], properties of jumbled graphs, such as the connectivity, the 
number of hamilton cycles, the number of k-cliques and the contraction number, 
were estimated. Most the arguments, though sometimes involved, were based 
upon these next two simple propositions. 
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Proposition C ([12]). Let G be a (p, a)-jumbled graph of order n, and let 
0 < E < 1. Then at least (1 - e)n of the vertex degrees of G lie in the range 
p(n - 1) f 10(r-l. 
Proposition D ([12]). Let G be a (p, a)-jumbled graph of order n, and let 
0 < E < 1. Let H be an induced subgraph of G of order k. Then at least n - ek of 
the vertices of G have between pk - 21aC’ and pk + 21ae-’ neighbours in H. 
In this section, we shall first prove versions of these propositions for 
hypergraphs. For this, the following lemma is required. 
Lemma 6. Let G be a (p, &)-jumbled r-uniform hypergraph, and let S and T be 
any two vertex-disjoint induced subgraphs of G. Then 
where s = ISI and t = ITI. 
Proof. The lemma is clearly true if max{s, t} 6 2r, since by definition CY 3 1. 
Therefore we assume otherwise, say s 2 2r. Let L be a subgraph of S of order 1, 
where 1 G 1 <s. Then 
e(L U T) =p(‘: ‘) + B(a(l+ t)), 
and summing over all such subgraphs L, with 1 fixed, gives 
whence 
Writing Nj = (T)(r L j) for the number of r-tuples in (S U T)(‘) with exactly j 
elements in S, we have also 
Putting xj = (ej(S, T) - pNj)/(s)j, it follows that 
i (I)jXj = B(&(l + t)) = B(N(S + t)). 
j=O 
If m =SS/I is an integer, we may obtain r + 1 equations by setting I= im, 
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0 s i s r, and then Lemma 2 yields 
2e2 j 
Xj = ( > G B(Ya(s + t)). 
Thus, choosing m [s/r] 2 s/2r since s 3 2r, 
ej(S, T) =pNi + (S)jXj 
cpNj + 
B(cu(s + t)) 
s pNj + 22’e2re2’leB( cr(s + t)) 
Sp(5)1, :i) 
+ B(e5’cu(s + t)). Cl 
We are now in a position to prove an analogue of Proposition C for 
hypergraphs. 
Lemma 7. Let G be a (p, a)-jumbled r-uniform hypergraph (r Z= 3) of order n, 
with 0 < E < 1. Then at least (1 - &)n of the vertex degrees of G lie in the range 
p(:I:) fe6’az-‘. 
Proof. Let S be a subgraph of order s, and let the sum of the degrees (in G) of 
the vertices of S be sd. Then 
sd = 2 jej(S, G - S), 
j=l 
and using Lemma 6 we have 
so 
+ B(e6’cyn/2s). 
Thus taking S to be the [en/21 vertices of smallest degree in G, we see that the 
average of these degrees is at least p(:I:) - e6’aC1. The proof is completed by 
taking S to be an [&n/21 vertices of highest degree in G. 0 
We also have a version of Proposition D for hypergraphs. 
Lemma 8. Let G be a (p, &)-jumbled r-uniform hypergraph (r 2 3) of order n, 
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with 0 < E < 1. Let H be an induced subgraph of G of order k. Then at least n - Ek 
of the vertices of G have between P(~! 1) - e7rax-1 and P(~! 1) + e7rLyE-1 
neighbours in H. 
Proof. By Lemma 7 applied to the (p, cu)-jumbled hypergraph H, at most &k/3 
vertices of H have degrees in H outside the specified range. Let S be a set of s 
vertices of G - H, and let d be the average degree in H of the vertices in S. Then, 
by Lemma 6, 
sd = e,(S, V(H)) = ps( r ” 1) + B(e”a(s + k)). 
Hence d =p(,kI) + B( e5’a(l + k/s)). Choosing S to be the [&k/3] vertices of 
G - H of highest degree in H, we see that all but &k/3 vertices of G - H have 
degree at most p( I k J + e7rcre-1 . m H. A similar argument applied to the vertices 
of G - H with low degree in H completes the proof. 0 
Several of the graph properties studied in [12] have hypergraph analogues. For 
instance it is easily seen, by a crude estimate, that the clique and independence 
numbers of a (p, &)-jumbled hypergraph are at most Q,‘@-‘), whence the 
chromatic number is at least nc~ -“(‘-‘) Of more interest is a lower bound on the . 
clique number. For ($, nf)-jumbled graphs, the following proposition from [12], 
with F = Kk, showed that for k up to about (log, n)/2, the number of k-cliques is 
approximately that found in a random graph, and so in particular the clique 
number is at least (log, n)/2. 
Proposition E ([12]). Let F be a graph of order r 2 3 with m edges, and let z 
be the order of its automorphism group. Let G be a (p, &)-jumbled graph of 
order n, where p s 4. Suppose E satisfies 0 < E -C 1 and e2prn 2 42cxr2. Then the 
number of induced subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to F lies between 
(I- e)‘ppmq(i)-mz-ln’ and (1 + e)rpmq(i)-mz-lnr, where q = 1 - p. 
It would be desirable to have a result for hypergraphs in the spirit of 
Proposition E. A specific reason for doing so, apart from its yielding a lower 
bound for the clique number, would be to solve this next problem of Erdijs and 
MS, posed in [7]: 
Problem. Let H be an r-uniform hypergraph and f (n; H) be the smallest integer 
for which every r-uniform hypergraph of n vertices and more than f (n ; H) edges 
contains a subgraph isomorphic to H. An extremal graph belonging to H is a 
hypergraph G with e(G) = f (ICI; H) which does not contain a subgraph 
isomorphic to H. We define a sequence of hypergraphs Gj (i = 1,2, . . .) to be 
uniformly distributed if IGil = i, and for every q > 0 there is a c(q), so that for 
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every i > iO(q) every induced subgraph of Gi with m > qi vertices has (c(n) + 
o(l))(y) edges. Is it true that there is no sequence of extremal graphs belonging 
to H which is uniformly distributed? (In particular, is it true for the case H = Ki, 
the complete hypergraph order 4?) 
proof of Proposition E (with F = K,) goes roughly as follows. Select a 
vertex x1 and let H1 be the subgraph spanned by its neighbours. For most choices 
of x1, lZ$I =pn. Select a vertex x2 of H1 and let H2 be the subgraph spanned by 
the neighbours of x2 in Hi. Again, for most choices of x2, lH21 =p2n, and so on. 
In this way ordered k-cliques {x,, . . . , xk} are counted. To be able to count 
cliques in a jumbled hypergraph, we would need something to the effect that for 
each vertex, the (r - l)-uniform hypergraph induced by its neighbours was 
jumbled, and that this (r - 1)-uniform hypergraph was in some sense ‘independ- 
ent’ of the original hypergraph. Such properties will not hold for the general 
jumbled hypergraph, though even if they do, the analogue of Proposition E may 
still fail; here is a class of examples. 
A u’ivtiion of the set X = (1, . . . , n} will be a collection 9 of functions 
fs, 6 Efl-2), such that fE : (X - E) + { - 1, l}. The set of all divisions is given 
the uniform probability distribution, so each division has probability 2-“, 
m = (n - r + 2)(,?,). Let p and 6 be real numbers, O<p, 6 < 1. For each 
5 efip2) and {x, y} E (X - E)‘2’ we define the random variable 
c(& Y>; 5) = -fs(x)fdyW Th us E({x, y} ; 5) equals 6 if fs(x) f fs(y) and equals 
-6 otherwise. A given division 9 induces a probability distribution on the set 
of r-uniform hypergraphs with vertex set X as follows: the edges appear inde- 
pendently, and for CI E X”‘, 
Pr(a is an edge, given 9) = 1 -,eg_zj (1 -p)“(i)(l+ E(D- 5; 5)) =g(a, 9). 
r 
Observe if 6 = 0 this probability equals p. We can think of o as being an edge as a 
result of at least one success among a set of Bernoulli trials, one for each 
5 E c#‘-~), each with probability of failure (1 -p)“‘i)(l+ E(U - 5; 5)). (We will 
assume 6 is sufficiently small that, say, (1 - p)“‘i)(l+ 6) < 1). We define the 
space xr(n, p, 6), which is the set of r-uniform hypergraphs with vertex set X, 
wherein 9 for a given set A c X(l) 7 
Hence the probability of generating a given hypergraph G is the expected value 
of the probability of G given 9. More wieldy expressions for Pr(A c E(G)) are 
given by the next lemma; prior to stating it, we require some more notation. 
For A c Xc” and 5 E ;Y(rm2), the graph A, has vertex set X and edge set 
{a - 5; (T 3 5 and CJ E A}. Further, let TE(A) denote the set of eulerian subgraphs 
of A, (those in which all the vertex degrees are even). Finally, let T(A) = 
I& T&(A), and for t = I& fE E Z’(A) let #r = llJa {a E fl),; u - 5 E E(+)}l. Thus 
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#t is the number of u in A needed to construct all the eulerian graphs tE c A, 
which form the components of t. 
Lemma 9. Let A c XC”. In the probability space SVr(n, p, 6), 
Pr(A c E(G)) = pIAl 
= BzA (p - l)lB’ n c (-qe(? 
5 ccq(B) 
Proof. We have 
Pr(AcE(G))=CPr(9) n [1-(1-p) n (l+~(o--E;E))] 
9 OEA &x(r-2, 
= E( oIA [P + (P - 1) ,,Y&1.-2, ,rrY E((T - E; 4 * E 
where E denotes expectation. Define Q(A) to be {(a, 5); o E A, E E CT(‘-~)}, and 
for each R c Q(A) define R, to be R II (XC” x { lf}) for each Jj E X@-‘), and #R 
to be I{a; (a, E) E R for some o}l. Then 
Pr(A = E(G)) = E( 2 
R=Q(A) 
P’~‘-~~(P - l)“fR 7 $ ~(0 - E; 63) 
because the values of E(*; 6) and E(*; E’) are independent if 5 # E’. Now R, 
corresponds in an obvious way to a subgraph B, of A,. Given a vertex v of this 
graph, we may partition the divisions into pairs (9, S’), such that&(v) = -f;(v) 
and 9 and 9’ otherwise agree. If the degree of v is odd, the value of 
n ocRC E((J - 5; E), given 9, will be minus one times its value under 9’. Hence 
the final expectation will vanish unless B, is eulerian. On the other hand, if B, is 
eulerian, then for every fE, 
n 40 - 5; 5) = n -f&lf~(v)~ = (-6)e(B? 
OERE uveE(Bg) 
since the number of edges between fe’(-1) and f;‘(l) is even. Now, because 
every R, corresponds to an eulerian subgraph, we see that R, corresponds to 
t E T(A) and #R = #t. Thus 
Pr(A c E(G)) = piAl 
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Finally, on writing a(t) = Us {a~ XC’); O- 5~ E(f&} 
Pr(A c E(G)) =plA’ YzA r$)‘y’ 7 v (--8)eCrs) 
o(t)=Y 
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so that #t= Ia(t we see 
+A yTA (f!!)‘” T ( T (_1)‘M) 7 (_@“‘s’ 
o(t)cY o(t)cBcY 
= IAl 
P (-WC) 
We are now in a position to show that the graphs in %$(n, p, S) are most 
surely jumbled; in fact a considerably stronger statement is true. 
Theorem 10. Almost every hypergraph in %Tr(n, p, 6) has the property that, for 
each l,O=slsr-3, and for YEX (I), the (r - &uniform hypergraph induced on 
X - Y by the edges containing Y is (p, O(n’-‘-3 log n))-jumbled. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statement for I = r - 3, for then, if Y E XC’) and 
H is a subgraph of the induced subgraph on X - Y, where IHI = k, consider the 
3-uniform hypergraph H,, induced on V(H) - p by Y U p, where p E V(H)@-? 
We have 
= P ( > 
r 1 1 + O(Wl-3 log n). 
So, let G E %Tr(:(n, p, S), let Y E XCr-‘), and let G,, be the 3-uniform hypergraph 
induced on X- Y by Y. Let x, y E X - Y and 2 CX - Y - {x, y}. Setting 
A = {Y U {x, y, z}; z E Z}, we see that for every 5 E XCrp2), A, is empty or is a 
star. Since A, contains no non-empty eulerian subgraphs, Lemma 9 implies 
Pr({x, y, z} E E(G,); z E Z) = Pr(A c E(G)) =plA’ =plz’, 
so the occurrence of edges of G,, containing {x, y} follows a binomial distribution. 
By standard estimates, the number of edges containing {x, y} lies in the range 
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pn f ni log n with probability 1 + O(n-‘ogn), so with probability 1 + O(n2--log”) 
every 2-tuple of V(G,) is contained in pn f nj log n edges of G,. 
We now estimate the number of common neighbours of x and y. As the graph 
K,,_,_r has edge chromatic number at most n - r - 1, the set (X- Y - {x, y})(‘) 
can be partitioned into sets M,, . . . , Mn_,_l such that for each i and 3L, ~1 E
ik&, 2 17 p = $!I holds. Moreover [(n - r - 1)/2] < IMil s [(n - r - 1)/2). Let W s 
Mi and let A={YU{X}UA,YU{~}UA;AEW}. For any E~ly(‘-~), A, is 
empty, a path, or a set of independent edges, because the ), E W are disjoint. 
Hence, once again, 
Pr({x} U A., {y} U A E E(G,); A E W) = Pr(A c E(G,)) = pIA’ = p21w’, 
so the number of A E W with {x} U A and {y} U I. in E(G) follows a binomial 
distribution with probability p2. Thus the number of 3L in Mi with this property is 
at most p2n/2 + ni log n with probability 1 + O(~Z-‘“~~), and summing over all Mi 
we see the number of common neighbours of x and y is at most p’(” ; “) + n3 log n 
with probability 1 + O(~Z~-‘~~~). Th e same holds for all pairs {x, y} E (X - v)(~) 
with probability 1 + 0(n3-‘ogn). 
Applying Theorem 1 to G,, we see that G, is (p, O(ni logn))-jumbled with 
probability 1 + 0(n3-logn ), and this will hold for every v E fi-‘) with probability 
1 + O(n’-“‘sn) = 1 + o(l), as claimed. Cl 
Theorem 10 cannot be extended to I= r - 2. For let Y E X(r-2), and consider G, 
and {x, y} E (X - Y)(‘) as before. If ZcX-Y-{x,y} and A={vU{x}U 
z, Y U {y} U z; z E Z}, then A, is a complete bipartite graph X2,,=,. From this it 
follows that 
Pr(A c E(G)) =plA’ ,$ (‘q’)r$)“(--d)” 
j even 
Hence the distribution of common neighbours of x and y is bimodal, being the 
average of two binomial distributions with probabilities p2 + (1 -p)262 and 
p2 - (1 -~)~a~. Certainly the number of common neighbours will almost surely 
not lie close to p2n, so G, will not be (p, o(n))-jumbled. To some extent, this 
may explain why the proportion of (r + 1)-cliques in G E %$(n, p, 6) is not that 
found in a random hypergraph, namely pr+‘, as we proceed to demonstrate. 
Theorem 11. Let K c X, (KI = r + 1. Then for G E SYJn, p, 6), 
Pr(K@) c G) = :$I (r 5 ‘)(p - l)'(l - h3)(:) 
= P r+l +p+2(1 -pycv+ O(@, 
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the last term signifiying p constant and 6 + 0. In particular there are values of 6 for 
which Pr(K(‘) c G) #p’+‘. 
Proof. Let BcK”), [Bl=i. Then B={K-{y};yeY} for some set Y with 
1 YI = j. Let 5 E X(r-2). The graph BE is empty unless 6 E KCrV2), in which case 
p=K--EcKc3) and BE has one edge for each element of Y n p. So BE contains 
no non-trivial eulerian subgraphs unless p c Y, when BE is a triangle. There are 
(4) such p, and hence 5, for which this holds. By Lemma 9, 
Pr(K(‘) c G) = c 
BcK(‘) 
(p - I)‘“’ PEg3j (1 - ~3~) 
=g;‘, (p - l)‘(l - CV)(? cl 
Although we cannot prove that the proportion of (r + 1)-cliques in a 
(p, o(n’-‘))-jumbled hypergraph is around pr+‘, it may yet be possible to 
establish that the number of (r + 1)-cliques in non-zero. This would be enough to 
answer the above-mentioned question of Erdos and Ms. 
Appendix 
Here we establish the identities employed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Identity 1. 
- (k -‘, + 1) j=O 2 (’ f ‘)“w piI-‘= (, 1 J z; (’ f 1)21q-’ 
Proof. We start by demonstrating 
Taking the left-hand side, we have 
=(“;--;“)(-f)-‘. 
that the first two expressions are equivalent. 
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I 
i 
rkij~~~(r~1)21xjl-1+1 
=(,“,!~(‘,‘~lXjiP’ asrequired. 
To prove that the second two expressions are equivalent, we observe, by 
expanding binomial coefficients and rearranging, 
(,“,)(:r:)~(~~‘~l~l-l 
=~(“_‘:i”)(,“,“,1,)=(“,1:‘), 
j-0 
the last step following by counting the number of geodesics in Z2 from (0,O) to 
(r - 1, n - 2r + 3) passing through (j, k - r + 2). 0 
Identity 2. 
~~(-l,i(~-il)S(j)=(:_:). 
Proof. Taking the left-hand side of the expression, we have 
(;I;)(;; ;)+T (r; ‘> i (-l)J-i(“,+)) 
j=I i=l 
=(~_:)(~~:)-l~(“,-:=f)~(‘7’)‘-‘)j-i 
=(~_:)(~_:)-‘~(nkl:++:)~[(jI:)+(rJ2)](-l)j-i 
=(;I:)(;::)-‘: (;I:::)(;::) 
-(:I:)(~-:)-‘~(:_;‘:)(‘T”) 
n-1 = 
( i r-l ’ 
cl 
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Proof. Taking the left-hand side of the expression, expanding the binomial 
coefficients in the first term, and multiplying its numerator and denominator by 
(k -r + l)! (n -k -r + l)!, we obtain 
(k-r+l)!(n-k-r+l)!k!(n-k)‘-’ k-r+j+l 
(n - r)!2 ‘( j j=o 
~($~(-l)~(“,T:;;))~-(k-r+l)~(r~l)(n;~;~)(:~f)-~ 
= 2 
1 ( j=O 
k-r;j+l)( 
.1,"T;,)(-l,'(,"T:,)-(e_:)) 
-(",':2)(,"_h)2}(,",)(k-~+l)2(:I:)-'(nnl~)-2. 
Note that we have the identity C&i (“-‘T”‘)(,“;?;L,) = (“FL:‘) from the 
proof of identity 2, so making this substitution, our expression becomes 
X (r”l)(k-r+1)2(:I~)-‘(nn~~)-2 
r--l (k -r + j + 1) 
=k!(n-k)!,Fo j!(r-j-l)! ((n- ’ 2(-l)’ k-j)!(k-j+r)!-(n-k)!(k-r)! > 
r-1 
= k! (n -k)! c . 
(k-r+j+l) 
j=oj! (r -j - l)! (n - k -j)! (k -j + I)! 
-2k(~~~)~(-1)j(r~1)(k-r+j+l) 
r-l 
= k! (n - k)! c 
(k-r+j+l) 
j=oj!(r--j-l)!(n-k--j)!(k-j+r)? 
k! (n - k)! 
= (r - l)! (n - r)! ,_. 
~(r7’)(.Il~~~(k-r+j+1) 
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k! (n - k)! 
= (r - l)! (n - r)! [(-)(::::)+(,“I:)] 
=k(k-l)(;~;)+k(-;). cl 
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